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SOCIETY ANNOUNCEMENTS
FORTHCOMING DISCUSSION MEETINGS

All are on the first floor of' 'The Clarence', 53 Whitehall, London
SW1, at 5.30 for 6 p.m. This is near Charing Cross Underground Station, on the Bakerloo, Northern and Jubilee Lines.
Wednesday 11 November 1981 Mrs L. A. F. Lewis on "The
Enemies to Each Other" and other stories from Debits and
Credits
Wednesday 17 February 1982 Mr D. T. Irvine on Kipling:
Singer of the Technics of Living
Wednesday 14 April 1982 Speaker to be confirmed
Wednesday 14 July 1982 Speaker to be confirmed
Wednesday 15 September 1982 Speaker to be confirmed
Wednesday 10 November 1982 Speaker to be confirmed
ANNUAL LUNCHEON (as already announced)
The Annual Luncheon will be on Thursday 5 November 1981 at
12.15 for 1 p.m. at the Caledonian Suite, 6 Hanover St., London
W1R 9HH (near Oxford Circus, off Regent St.). The Guest of
Honour will be Lord Ferrier, who will propose the traditional
Toast. Booking forms have been sent with the Journal.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (as already announced)
This will also be on Thursday 5 November 1981 at the
Caledonian Suite (address above) at approximately 2.45 p.m.,
some fifteen minutes after the end of the Annual Luncheon.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

It will be greatly appreciated if members renew their
subscription when it falls due, without awaiting reminders,
which cost more in money and time than we can readily afford.
September 1981

JOHN SHEARMAN

"EACH MAN KNOWS ERE HIS LIP-THATCH GROWS
HE IS MASTER OF ART AND TRUTH"
1981 marks the centenary of Kipling's first book, Schoolboy Lyrics, subject of an
article on pp 39-43. Above, by courtesy of the Dalhousie University Library, Halifax,
Nova Scotia, is a reproduction (reduced) of the much-marked cover of a copy of the
book, from the Kipling Collection there. It had belonged to Kipling's sister Alice
(Trix), who in 1884, aged fifteen, came out from England to Lahore to join the family.
Inside is Kipling's signature, and the inscription:
This is the writer's autograph.
Rarer than any ever writ.
Therefore he bids you cherish it.
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EDITOR'S NEWS AND NOTES
OBITUARY Mr E. D. W. Chaplin
We announce with deep regret the death on 15 April 1981 of Eric Chaplin, Editor of the
Kipling Journal from 1939-57 and thereafter a Vice-President of the Society. Our
sympathy goes to his family. We should also record with gratitude that under the terms
of his will he generously left the Society a legacy.
Though he did not latterly play a conspicuous part in our affairs, our debt to him for
former services remains great. On the outbreak of War in 1939 Basil Bazley, Editor of
the Journal since 1931, found himself obliged to work at a distance from London and
unable to carry on. This crisis was met by the recruitment of Eric Chaplin as Editor: he
was described rather enigmatically by our then Secretary, Sir Christopher Robinson,
as "an old friend, who is associated with the direction of several important
publications and has had much experience". By readily taking over the Journal at a
crucial moment, he enabled it to be kept alive when it might easily have withered. He
sustained it throughout the War, and for a dozen years more, till succeeded by Roger
Lancelyn Green.
Those were not uniformly easy years in the fortunes of the Society, and there were
times when he and others wondered, realistically enough, if we could survive. That we
still do now is in no slight measure due to those like Eric Chaplin who—to borrow from
Kipling's phrase in an epitaph at the Institute of Journalists—"served their day".

CONGRATULATION Mr A. L. Brend (Melbourne Branch)
Mr A. L. Brend, who recently succeeded the late Mr J. V. Carlson as Branch President
in Melbourne, is to be congratulated on his appointment.
Mr Brend, who is now 47, is in business in Melbourne, in a senior position with
Commercial Union (Australia). He was born in Herefordshire, of a family with roots in
Devon. His father introduced him young to Kipling's verse, which captivated him then
and does today. Only much later, tentatively at first, did he come to take a serious
interest in the prose. He is much-travelled, has lived in several continents, has visited
Kipling "sites" in the U.S.A., Pakistan, India and elsewhere, and has recruited some
new members in various far-flung places. He would like, in his term of office in
Melbourne, to preside over an increase in the membership of that Branch: we wish him,
and Mrs Morton the Honorary Secretary, all success in this.
Melbourne has early links with Kipling. In 1891 its leading local paper offered him
the distinction, which he declined, of reporting the Melbourne Cup. In 1934 he
responded positively to a different sort of compliment. As Mr Brend reminds me, those
unsigned bronze-cast verses on the inner stairway of Melbourne's Shrine of
Remembrance are by Kipling. Here, indubitably, is one of the world's great War
Memorials—a superb, a heart-rending structure—which those who have not seen will
not imagine. At the request of its trustees, and to match its pride and pathos, Kipling
composed for it a monumental Ode, which will catch the wondering eye for
So long as memory, valour and faith endure.
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The Kipling Journal Appeal

We gratefully acknowledge some more donations—from Mr F. Caddick, Mrs M. St
Georges, Mr L. M. Scarratt and Mrs H. W. Vyvyan. All such largesse is much
appreciated and significantly useful. Soaring printing and postal charges will offset
whatever rise in subscription is likely to be imposed, until our enlarged Journal wins
what it needs—a further enlarged circulation to sustain it. So we leave the Appeal open
yet awhile. Cheques to the Kipling Society Journal Account, please.

APOLOGIES
"Problems at the printers" have been mentioned before. Our September 1980 Journal,
first delayed by my illness, was then held up further by these problems, as Drogher
Press readily acknowledged. It was December before that issue reached its readers.
We tried to win back the lost time. Quick recovery is hampered when editor and
printer inhabit different hemispheres—'Distance divides us, and the waste of
seas'—but with the next issue we gained a week, and with the next, ten days. The June
1981 Journal looked like gaining ten days more, and appearing in early August. Yet this
was not to be: the disappointing delay that ensued was due to the same cause as before.
Readers in Britain need no reminding of the pangs and paradoxes of their printing
industry, which is going through hard times.
I am sorry we are running so late. I trust you will be indulgent. I will not say I trust
you do not mind: it would be a real discomfiture to find that no one had noticed the
delays, that most members' Journals were consigned unopened to that well-stocked
limbo of hope deferred—to be read one day, when there is more time, like Gibbon's
Decline and Fall.
As it happens, when the next issue (for December 1981) is printed, I should be
packing and setting out once more for England—my enjoyable American tour at an
end, my Maryland address no longer valid. For the Journal the move should eventually
bring advantage. The tyranny of distance will be much reduced, exchange of papers
with the printers and our Secretary simplified, when we are again together upon one
bank of Milton's "steepe Atlantick Streame".

ECHOES IN NORTH AMERICA
Yet I would have liked more time to travel on this side, and to look at the many links
and associations with Kipling that are scattered through the U.S.A. and Canada.
During his visits between 1889 and 1907 Kipling wrote travel articles for newspapers,
describing what he had seen, with accuracy, with perceptiveness, though not always
with tact. (These were collected in From Sea to Sea and Letters of Travel.) He soon
became a celebrity and was written up in turn. But from 1892-96 his permanent base
was in New England, and to this period belongs some first class prose and verse—the
Jungle Books, The Day's Work, Captains Courageous and The Seven Seas. He was too
exotic to be quite an American writer, but it would not be a far-fetched label. His wife
was American; so had been the other Caroline whom he nearly married; so were many
close friends. In Vermont, which he loved, he showed every sign of settling down
(though he was only twenty-six when he arrived). He acquired land, he began to
acquire an American accent, he built a substantial and remarkable house to live and
work in, and until a miserable feud drove him out "Naulakha" was home to him.
Notwithstanding an often cantankerous insistence on privacy, an unwisely hard
line with intrusive journalists, and sometimes strident criticism of a certain rawness,
brashness and lawlessness from which the U.S.A. at that period was not, it seems,
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immune, he cherished a deep, complex but affectionate feeling for the
country—where indeed for many years his popularity stood high. So did it, for
different reasons, in Canada, where the emergent nation of that day, enormous, empty
and unsure, was strongly attracted by the pull—part prudence and part glamour—of
Empire unity.
For the scholar, there are unique Kipling papers in the great academic collections of
North America, and many items buried in provincial archives: I have barely scratched
the surface of this ground, but have turned up much of which I had no previous
knowledge. For the bibliophile, second-hand bookshops this side of the Atlantic are
rewarding: editions of Kipling unknown in Britain, authorised and pirated, good and
not-so-good, are commonplace and relatively cheap.
For the traveller with an eye to literary clues, there is much to see by the way. It may
be no more than an esoteric hint—vanished streets in old Philadelphia, a salmon
cannery in Oregon, a brickfield in Medicine Hat. Or it may be a broad scene preserved
almost intact, as in Gloucester, Massachusetts, Disko Troop's home port. Alas, no
schooners like the We're Here fish the Banks today; no trolley runs to Rocky Neck,
where the tone is set by a colony of artists, and "Sailor Steve's Drift-In Luncheonette".
But much remains sufficiently unchanged—the railway depot where the "Constance"
lay; parts of the plain and windswept town above the cluttered wharfs; the big red
boulders by the lighthouse; the whistling-buoy at the harbour mouth, that "moans and
mourns" to the cold, demanding sea.
Brattleboro too I am happy to have seen, under snow and a biting frost last winter,
an attractive town with many features unaltered since Kipling's day. By kind leave of
Mrs Holbrook who owns "Naulakha", and with the hospitable help of members of her
family who live on the estate up Kipling Road, I had the privilege of seeing round the
house. It is empty now, and its future is uncertain, but meanwhile it is lovingly looked
after: a house of most unusual design, very strong in "character". Having been there I
can better understand a chapter in Something of Myself, and the article "In Sight of
Monadnock".
I saw, too, Bliss Cottage where work on the Jungle Books began, and where, "in three
foot of snow on the night of December 29th, 1892", Josephine was born. That child,
cut off at six, has great poignancy for me—perhaps for many who recall a radiant
portrait, the golden memories she left behind, the kiss in "They", and one most moving
poem, "Merrow Down". The day I saw Bliss Cottage in the snow was her birthday, her
89th if she had lived. I reminded myself that anniversaries are things of chance,
sentimentality on their account misplaced. December 29th was also the birthday of,
among others, Madame de Pompadour, and Charles Macintosh, pioneer of
waterproofs. I can think of them without emotion: but then, they broke no hearts by
dying young.

RIPPLES IN ROTTINGDEAN
The objectionable scheme to build houses on the garden of "The Elms" [No 218, p 9]
has so far been fended off, by people who care about the village. Brighton Council has
rejected an appeal against its earlier refusal to grant permission.
Overcrowded Rottingdean's chronic and burdensome popularity was unfortunately
boosted, even created, by the Kipling cult. E. V. Lucas (Highways and Byways in
Sussex. 1921) directly links the Brighton visitor's habit of "riding to Rottingdean", and
the village's "growth from an obscure and inaccessible settlement to a shrine", with
Kipling's arrival at "The Elms" in 1897. With his horror of crude adulation Kipling
eventually fled, but the damage was irreparably done.

"A BEAUTIFUL WINKING WONDER"

In 1909 a patriotic verse sequence entitled A Song of the English, which had been
written in 1893 and collected in The Seven Seas in 1896, was brought out in a lavishly
illustrated edition of its own (Hodder & Stoughton, London; Musson, Toronto;
Doubleday, New York). The illustrator was Heath Robinson. This sketch of the
Shwedagón accompanied the "Rangoon" verse in "The Song of the Cities"—
Hail Mother! Do they call me rich in trade?
Little care I, but hear the shorn priest drone,
And watch my silk-clad lovers, man by maid,
Laugh 'neath my Shwe Dagon.
William Heath Robinson was a superb artist and book illustrator. His painting was
capable of a wild, fantastical, dreamlike beauty, which some of his drawing, with its
uncluttered purity of line, retained in austerer form. His work reached out to a far
wider imaginative compass than would be assumed from the ingenious comic pictures
for which he is principally remembered. His illustrations for Kipling, including those in
the fine 1910-12 editions of the Collected Verse, are not popularly known, but are richly
romantic and memorable.
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KIPLING'S BURMA
Kipling's only visit to Burma was in March 1889, when he put in very
briefly at Rangoon and Moulmein, at the beginning of his voyage
from Calcutta to Hong Kong, Yokohama and San Francisco,
homeward-bound to London at twenty-three at the end of his Indian
years. Though in 1889 the pacification of the Shan States and certain
other districts was far from complete, Burma as a whole was now
indisputably part of British India. This had come about in three
stages at thirty-year intervals1.
In 1823 the fabled Kingdom of Ava in inland Burma, a mysterious
realm with expansionist tendencies, initiated a confused and
unrealistic struggle with the British in Bengal. This First Burmese War
was costly to British arms, though the rigours of climate and terrain,
the ravages of scurvy, dysentery and malaria, were much more deadly
than the fighting. No attempt to subjugate the central kingdom was
feasible, but combined operations on the coast had success: a force
under Frederick Marryat (later Captain Marryat the novelist)
captured the Akyab Peninsula2. In 1826 the provinces of Arakan,
Tenasserim, Assam and Manipur (relatively recent acquisitions of
Ava) were ceded to the British. Fanny Burney's brother, Major
Henry Burney, was sent to Ava as Resident, a difficult diplomatic
post where the monarch's morbid caprice, long hedged by confident
divinity, was fortified by utter failure to comprehend external truths
such as the irruption into Asia of a European dynamic.
In 1852 the Second Burmese War broke out, after intolerable
disputes between British merchants and the Burmese administration
of the cosmopolitan seaport of Rangoon. The British campaign,
better organised this time, was far freer from wastage by disease.
Coastal operations by forces led by Jane Austen's brother (later
Admiral of the Fleet Sir Francis Austen) brought a swift and
inexpensive victory, followed by the annexation of Lower Burma
(Pegu).
Relations with Ava, the inner heartland, were thereafter for some
years tranquil. Trade prospered, and from 1868 the British-owned
Irrawaddy Flotilla Company's great fleet of river-boats—the old
Flotilla—plied between British Rangoon and Ava's new capital at
Mandalay. But serious tensions were to arise, heightened by a
traditional but murderous power struggle in the royal family,
disputes over protocol when the British Resident would not perform
ceremonial obeisance, well-founded fears of French adventurism in

BURMA
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Upper Burma, and pressure from anxious missionaries and
merchants. Brigandage (dacoity) was endemic, disorder universal,
and a manic quality in King Theebaw's administration gave no
prospect of restored stability. Soopaya-lât, Theebaw's queen, has
been justly described as imperious, greedy and most ignorant, the evil
genius of her husband in his erratic and tyrannical ways3. In a process
familiar to imperial historians, Ava and British India had become
provocatively incompatible.
Matters came to a head in a commercial dispute over timber
concessions and loan finance, and in November 1885 the Third
Burmese War began. 9000 troops from India, and 3000 followers,
were briskly despatched in river-steamers, "their paddles chunkin'
from Rangoon to Mandalay". There was little resistance. Theebaw
capitulated and was exiled. A flying-column raced to Bhamo to
forestall any Chinese intervention, and in January 1886 the
annexation of Upper Burma was proclaimed. Irregular warfare
however, widespread dacoity, and resistance by peripheral tribes,
continued for over two years. At one point 32,000 troops were
employed in pacification and garrisoning. They were effective,
fulfilled Lord Dufferin's proclaimed decision to "put an end to
anarchy", and justified two cynical lines (not to be judged out of their
context) that Kipling gives Dufferin in the Browningesque
monologue of 1888 entitled "One Viceroy Resigns"—
I took a country twice the size of France...
I'm old, but I shall live till Burma pays4.
Kipling's imagination was fired by the prolonged, dangerous but
necessary aftermath of the swift 1885 campaign. "A subaltern's war",
he called it, of irregular actions characterised by "interminable chases
after evasive dacoits", shadowed by jungle-fever, and all too often
marked by "deaths in the wilderness as noble as they were sad". "The
Taking of Lungtungpen" (Plain Tales) appeared in 1887 and was
based on a true episode. "The Grave of the Hundred
Dead"CDepartmental Ditties) and "The Ballad of Boh Da Thone"
(Barrack-Room Ballads) date from 1888. They were newspaper verses,
and if their sentiment rings a little brazen now they were fully in tune
with their times.
Kipling's one visit to Burma in March 1889 is described in Letters I
to III, published serially in the Allahabad Pioneer in April/ May (later
collected in From Sea to Sea, and Other Sketches, 1899). They are
redolent of the exhilaration of a young man's touring holiday,
restrained only by the pleasant languor of a passenger's life aboard in
those early classic days of steamship travel—
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The only real things in the world are crystal seas, clean-swept
decks, soft rugs, warm sunshine, the smell of salt in the air, and
fathomless, futile indolence...
Still, both on the S.S. Madura from Calcutta and in the Pegu Club
in Rangoon, he zestfully listened to fresh accounts of past and present
campaigning up-country, which later coloured "A Conference of the
Powers" (published in 1890, collected in Many Inventions). He also
picked up from a resident one very important insight: "This place
isn't India at all. They ought to have made it a Crown colony." (This
was a profound truth of grave implication for the next half-century:
the eventual separation of Burma from India in 1937 recognised it,
but too late.)
Like the merchant-adventurer Ralph Fitch three hundred years
before, to whom it seemed "the fairest place, as I suppose, that is in
the world", Kipling hugely admired the great Pagoda of Shwedagón
that dominates Rangoon. It was "a golden mystery... a beautiful,
winking wonder... upon a green knoll", hardly less splendid for
being partly cased in bamboo scaffolding for repair and gildingwork. Towards dusk he set out eagerly to climb by one of its covered
stairways to the main platform of the Pagoda, but never got there,
being distracted on the way when
a brown baby came by in its mother's arms and laughed,
wherefore I much desired to shake hands with it, and grinned to
that effect. The mother held out the tiny soft pud and laughed,
and the baby laughed, and we all laughed together, because that
seemed to be the custom of the country, and returned down the
now dark corridor where the lamps of the stall-keepers were
twinkling and scores of people were helping us to laugh... I had
not actually entered the Shwedagón, but I felt just as happy as
though I had.
Kipling was struck by the happiness of the Burmese he saw, and
the gorgeous colours of their dress, and the notable beauty of the girls.
But it was "a sojourn in Rangoon... countable by hours" and he had
no time to venture up-river, or take the just-completed railway to
Mandalay. He had to board his next ship, the S.S. Africa, for Penang
and Singapore.
Moulmein he had not expected to see, but the Africa put in there,
steaming up a channel past timber-yards where elephants hauled
teak, to the sleepy town. He found it delightful, a "City of Elephants
which is governed by the Great God of Idleness". He climbed to a
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large white pagoda on a hill, but
I should better remember what that pagoda was like had I not
fallen deeply and irrevocably in love with a Burmese girl at the
foot of the first flight of steps.
A little later he turned to look back on a lovely view of land and water
"that made me rejoice that I was alive". Then—
Far above my head there was a faint tinkle, as of golden bells, and
a talking of the breezes in the tops of the toddy-palms.
Wherefore I climbed higher and higher up the steps till I reached
a place of great peace, dotted with Burmese images, spotlessly
clean. Here women now and again paid reverence. They bowed
their heads and their lips moved, because they were praying. I
had an umbrella—a black one—in my hand, deck-shoes upon
my feet, and a helmet upon my head. I did not pray—I swore at
myself for being a Globe-trotter, and wished that I had enough
Burmese to explain to these ladies that I was sorry and would
have taken off my hat but for the sun.
He never returned to Burma, but when next year in London he
published "Mandalay", those verses, strangely potent in their
evocation, their rhythm, their regret, leapt into instant prominence,
where they have since remained, as the most haunting lines ever
written in English about that greener, cleaner land.

1. The next four paragraphs owe something to the masterly summary of these events
in C. E. Carrington's The British Overseas (C.U.P., 1950). a book which I have for
thirty years been tempted to regard as the finest one-volume history of the British
Empire ever likely to be written.
2. A novel feature of the First Burmese War was the active deployment, in the British
naval force, of a small steamer, the Diana. This was an almost unbelievably early
date for a practical display of the potential value of steam in war at sea.
3. See Helen's Tower (a Life of Dufferin) by Harold Nicolson (Constable. 1937), p 203.
4. See op. cit., pp 192-3, for Nicolson's comments on the validity of Dufferin's
imagined monologue.

A GUARDIAN OF THE SHWEDAGÓN
On a fleeting visit in 1889, in a fading light, Kipling found the great pagoda, after familiar
India, bewildering— "guardian tigers", cheroot-smoking girls selling candles, the steep
arcade, the golden stupa. "I pranced with impatience at the foot of the staircase because I
could not at once secure a full, complete, and accurate idea of everything that was to be seen."
It was "incomprehensible to me, and there was none to explain". [Photograph, with grateful
acknowledgment, from Norman Lewis's Golden Earth (Jonathan Cape).]
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THE PAGODA
by L. A. CROZIER

[Mr L. A. Crozier, an Australian member born in Melbourne in 1913, has had a career
touching many countries and a great range of exotic experience. After a scattered
education in Australia, Burma, France and England (Brentwood), and stints at
London and Melbourne Universities and Kalgoorlie School of Mines, he spent twentyfive years in mining, which took him to places as diverse as the Gold Coast and New
Zealand, India and Bolivia, Fiji and Burma, Australia and Malaya. He was then for
fifteen years an aid coordinator and development consultant, with official
organisations and private firms, in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, also Liberia. He is
now Administrator for South Asia for an aid society called "For Those Who Have
Less".
His home is in Australia, but he continues to work and travel abroad, especially in
India. He is familiar with some of the rougher corners of that country, and his
recollections of years in Rajputana, using camel transport and doing without the
facilities the expatriate looks to find today, carry a whiff of Kipling's vanished world.
He has lived a life not immune from adventurous incident, and has vivid memories of
the retreat from Burma, riots in Bolivia, the Emergency in Malaya, rebellion and
ambuscades in Burma again, and personal negotiation with guerillas in Vietnam.
His article on the "old Moulmein Pagoda" may not prove conclusive on the source
of Kipling's much-debated lines, but contains material that is interesting, persuasive
and new. I hope that the maps and illustrations, and the supporting piece on Kipling's
Burma in this issue, will provide useful perspective. Forty-five years after writing
"Mandalay", Kipling himself took some pains [Something of Myself, pp 221-2] to
describe the controversial background to the song, in terms which without excluding
Moulmein suggest a soldier's generalised nostalgia, including romantic memories of
seeing the dawn come up in the Bay of Bengal, on a troopship bound for Burma, "on
the road to Mandalay". Kipling meant thereby to elucidate the record, and in the
Definitive Edition made some related textual changes—in verse 1 lookin' eastward to
the sea became lookin' lazy at the sea as it already was in verse 6. But his account of his
original inspiration remains tantalisingly thin, and by no means invalidates
contributory analysis such as Mr Crozier's which is based on geographical fact and on
legitimate inference as to what Kipling could have seen for himself on the spot.—Ed.]

By the old Moulmein Pagoda, lookin' eastward to the sea,
There's a Burma girl a-settin', and I know she thinks o' me;
For the wind is in the palm-trees, and the temple-bells they say:
'Come you back, you British soldier; come you back to Mandalay!'
The best-known verse in the English language is almost certainly
"Mandalay", which Kipling wrote in 1890. I first read this many
years ago and, in common with most people, assumed that the "old
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Moulmein Pagoda" was actually in Moulmein. Why not? Kipling
had been to Moulmein, one knew that, and there was no need to
doubt his accuracy, if one allowed for a little poetic licence here and
there.
It was only on my third trip to Burma, in 1955, that I developed a
doubt. On that occasion I was going by sea from Penang in Malaya to
Rangoon, and the ship called at Moulmein. This was my first visit
there and since
We useter watch the steamers and the hathis pilin' teak
I went ashore hoping to see "the hathis pilin' teak" and to pick the
pagoda which had so impressed Kipling. There were elephants there
all right, but unfortunately for me it was not a working day for them,
and the piles of teak logs were not being moved. Strolling along looking
round for the pagoda, it struck me suddenly that there was a lot to be
explained in the verse. Moulmein is not on the sea, being some miles
up the Salween river, and in any case the sea lies to the west of the
town across an isthmus or, if you prefer, due south down the river,
which is the way you would go in a ship.
I went over the poem in my head. Kipling could just as easily have
said "lookin' westward to the sea", instead of eastward: it scans just
as well. And—
O the road to Mandalay,
Where the flyin'-fishes play,
An' the dawn comes up like thunder outer China 'crost the Bay!
What did Moulmein have to do with "the road to Mandalay"? And
what about "the flyin'-fishes"? You don't get them in a fresh water
river in any case. Also—
Where the old Flotilla lay,
With our sick beneath the awnings when we went to Mandalay—
the "old Flotilla" had nothing to do with Moulmein. The dawn
coming up "like thunder outer China 'crost the Bay" was difficult,
because there they were looking eastward to the sea which lies to the
west of Moulmein; and in any case China is not across the Bay from
Moulmein. It would be in just the opposite direction.
It was all a bit puzzling, and I reluctantly had to accept that
Kipling's poetic licence had got the better of him. His credibility was
impaired, at least in my eyes. In a case like that, one tends to shrug
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one's shoulders and forget all about it, but this time I could not. (Two
years in India had shown me, time after time, the accuracy of
Kipling's descriptions of places, people and attitudes: "Mandalay"
could not be an out-and-out exception, I felt sure.) Later I mentioned
it to a hard-headed accountant friend of mine in Rangoon, and he
said that the same thought had struck him. We agreed that if Kipling
had been as accurate as he normally was, then it could not believably
have been any pagoda in Moulmein. We thought that it must have
been some pagoda in or near Rangoon, perhaps in ruins now. At that
time I promised myself that some day I would look into it more
deeply. It took me many years to get round to it but I never forgot my
intention.
On Leap Year's Day 1976 I landed at Mingalodon Airport, about
nine miles out of Rangoon, just at dusk. It was quite dark when I
finished with the immigration, customs, health and foreign exchange
formalities. Outside the building, I hired a jeep to take me into town.
The little trip into the city had its own thrills: no one in Rangoon
seems to worry whether the headlights of a vehicle are on or not. The
road is highly cambered and lies hump-backed in the dark like a
twisting black snake. There are no street lights, at least in the part
near the airport, and the quite heavy traffic, with many overloaded
buses, is daunting. Still, we made it to the Strand Hotel, which I have
known for fifty-odd years. The maître d'hôtel and the cashier, whom
I had known for more than twenty years, greeted me like a long-lost
friend. Even the grumpy man on the desk, who had been there
seventeen years, condescended to recognise me.
The next day, I accomplished the prime duty of any visitor to
Rangoon, to go and see the Shwe Dagon Pagoda. It was as
fantastically beautiful as ever. Kipling of course had seen it and had
written—
a golden mystery upheaved itself on the horizon—a beautiful
winking wonder that blazed in the sun, of shape that was neither
Muslim dome nor Hindu temple spire.
He went to see it at closer range but, in an anticlimax, he never got up
the stairs to the main platform, which is about 170 feet above the
surrounding countryside.
On top of this platform the pagoda itself adds its own 326 feet of
height. It is a tremendous thing, circular in cross-section—the
diameter at the base is about 300 feet—tapering gracefully to the hti
at the top in a series of lovely curves. (The word hti means umbrella in
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Burmese, and in this context is a metal framework, hanging on and
from the highest tip of the pagoda: it is reported to be studded with
precious stones.) The reason why the whole thing "blazed in the sun"
is quite simple: it is entirely covered with gold-leaf. Every few years
they re-gild it, and then the wonderful sweep of the thing is covered
with bamboo scaffolding and matting. It is said that the gold is inches
thick in places.
The following day I got down to the serious research into Kipling's
"old Moulmein Pagoda". A literary matter of this importance,
involving the spirit of the British Empire, would surely have been
resolved by the British themselves. Therefore I went to the British
Embassy on Strand Road and asked to see the Cultural Attaché.
First I was taken to see a very pleasant young Burmese woman who
wanted to know just what I was trying to find out. She was interested
to hear about Kipling, the "old Moulmein Pagoda", the "road to
Mandalay" and so on, but she couldn't add anything to the sum total
of my knowledge. She passed me on, with happy laughter, to another
woman, who passed me to a third. Finally I was delivered into the
hands of Mr J. A. Stevens, Second Secretary to the Embassy.
He at least had heard of Kipling, and in fact unearthed a copy of
"Mandalay". He listened carefully to what I had to say, telephoned
some colleagues in the Embassy, and in general was most helpful.
However it was all to no avail, and he kindly promised to continue
enquiries and to ring me at the hotel later on. After a few hours he
telephoned and told me that there were only the three pagodas in
Rangoon, the Shwe Dagon, the Sule and the Botataung, and that no
one to whom he had spoken had been able to connect either of them
with the "old Moulmein Pagoda". (In fact, there are two other
pagodas in or near Rangoon, so the total is five.)
This was discouraging, and I began to think that Kipling's pagoda
could have been some way out of the city, perhaps down in the Delta.
But then, how had he seen it? He had been in Rangoon and
Moulmein, and had not left either city for the countryside.
Falling back on my second line of defence, I decided to tackle the
problem from the clue: "Where the old Flotilla lay". This had to be
the Irrawaddy Flotilla, so I went round to the Rangoon Port
Authority, hoping to find out where the boats of the old Flotilla used
to tie up. Then, I reckoned, if there were an old pagoda near there,
this had to be the one. Alas, my Burmese after all those years proved
to be inadequate, and I could not find anyone with sufficient English
to understand what I was getting at. I asked the people at the hotel,
but they, although wishing to be helpful, merely stared blankly at me
when I asked about the old Flotilla.
The next day, I crossed the road at the side of the hotel and paid a
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courtesy visit to the Australian Embassy. There I had a talk with the
Ambassador, Mr R. S. Laurie, whom I had previously met. Naturally
I brought up the subject of Kipling's pagoda, but the Ambassador
couldn't suggest anything. However he passed me on to the
Marketing Officer, Mr Stanley Myo Kyaw. This was lucky. U Myo
Kyaw is an alert, well-informed and interested man. It turned out
that he himself had been puzzled by the verse, and visitors had asked
him such awkward questions as "Where are the flying-fishes?"
We sat down in his office to talk about it. We agreed that no
pagoda in Moulmein could possibly look "eastward to the sea", and
that Moulmein was nowhere near any conceivable "road to
Mandalay". The Shwe Dagon did not meet any of the requirements,
and the Sule was similarly out of it.
"Well," commented U Myo Kyaw, "that leaves only Botataung."
"Just where is the Botataung Pagoda?" I asked.
He waved a hand to the east. "Down Strand Road, about one
mile," he answered, "close to the river."
Having digested this, I asked him where the old Irrawaddy Flotilla
used to tie up, or to lie.
"Right there at Botataung", he told me with deepening interest.
"Not more than a hundred yards from the pagoda."
This was beginning to show promise. Next I asked him if there were
anything unusual about the Botataung Pagoda.
"Well," he said, "it is a very old one. It is said to be the oldest in
Rangoon, even older than the Shwe Dagon and the Sule. It was built
by the Mon Kings. It is not the same design as other pagodas in
Rangoon, but it is the same as the ones in Moulmein, because that is
where the Mon Kings ruled from."
"Ah!" I exclaimed. "So Botataung could have been known locally
as the "old Moulmein Pagoda" because of its design and origin and
because it is the oldest in Rangoon!"
U Myo Kyaw agreed that this was quite possible although he
himself had never heard it referred to in those terms. We discussed it
some more and decided that an inquisitive journalistic tourist such as
Kipling could easily have unearthed those details himself. Even if it
had not actually been referred to in those terms, he could more than
possibly have invented them. After all, Botataung would not be easy
to scan into a poem, so why try?
I was getting quite excited, and U Myo Kyaw was not far behind
me. On the little map I had, it was quite clearly shown that if you
stood by the pagoda, near the river, you certainly looked eastward to
the sea. Or rather, the Rangoon River leading to the sea goes almost
due east from the pagoda for some way, before it swings slightly to the
south, and continues in a south-easterly direction to the Bay of
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Bengal. Just as certainly, the pagoda was on the "road to Mandalay".
It was there that "the old Flotilla lay", and practically the only route
to Mandalay in those days was up the Irrawaddy, of which the
Rangoon River—also known as the Hlaing—is the most easterly
distributary.
By his own account, Kipling had moved about the city of Rangoon
a bit. He had stayed in the Pegu Club, but it is reasonable to assume
that a tourist, even when staying in the place for "a sojourn...
countable in hours" as Kipling said himself, would stroll a couple of
miles along the waterfront or take a rickshaw to Botataung if he
wished to see where the troops had embarked to go to the war in
Central Burma. Remembering Kipling's intense interest in the British
soldier, and the fact that the war had taken place only three years
before, it becomes almost certain that he would have visited
the embarkation point. It is much more likely that this happened than
that it didn't.
When it came to the "hathis pilin' teak", U Myo Kyaw shook his
head. He had never heard of a timber yard in that part of the river. In
fact, he said no teak at all went out through Rangoon now; it had all
been cut out along the Irrawaddy and its tributaries. My own
recollection was that teak had been coming out up to twenty-five or
thirty years before, but I could have been wrong. But certainly it used
to at one time, and there must have been at least one timber yard,
with presumably elephants working there, near the port
area—perhaps in the Pazundaung Creek not far from Botataung.
He brought up the flying-fishes again, saying that he thought this
must have been a riddle put in by Kipling. His own idea was that
Kipling might have seen the fish-tailed flags that at certain seasons
are flown by the dozen in pagodas up and down the river. They are
more pennants than flags, long and narrow. Fluttering in the breeze,
they could have called to mind flying-fish. My own idea, which I
passed to him, was that he might have meant the rowing-boats that
ply across the river as ferries. They have a high double stern,
somewhat fish-like; the boatman rows standing up and, with the oars
taking the place of the fishes' outspread wings, the double stern does
give the whole thing something of the appearance of a flying-fish
scuttering across the water.
It was a most interesting talk. We agreed that there were one or two
inconsistencies, but that they could be rationalised if one
remembered that Kipling had been there as a journalist-tourist, but
that the verse had been written as a fantasy. He was entitled to his fair
share of poetic licence. (Sometimes Kipling shows a tendency to
telescope distance and time, and to let the reader assume that some
place or other is here, when actually it is there. Kim has some
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examples of that, but all in all there is very little of it in "Mandalay".)
His reference to the dawn coming up "outer China 'crost the Bay" is
not really unacceptable. After all, China is in that general direction
from Botataung, as is Indo-China. We must allow him a little poetic
licence here.
Kipling must have seen Botataung Pagoda at least twice, once on
the way up-river to Rangoon, and the second time going down when
leaving. It would be impossible for anyone coming to Rangoon by sea
during the daytime to miss it, even though it is undoubtedly
overshadowed by the tremendous Shwe Dagon. Kipling never
mentioned Botataung however, but he described in some detail the
pagoda in Moulmein, where he said he fell "deeply and irrevocably in
love with a Burmese girl at the foot of the first flight of steps".
(Burma, incidentally, has much more than its fair share of beautiful
women.) Then, when he had the inspiration for the verse and came to
write it, he put his memories of the British soldier together with his
memory of the beautiful Burmese girl, added to this the pagoda itself
which he must have seen, the landing-stage where the Flotilla used to
lie, the double-sterned rowing-boats, the actual "road to Mandalay",
and the steamers with their "paddles chunkin' ". All this would be
impossible for Moulmein, and the only thing one has to accept is that
he transported the memory of the Moulmein girl to Rangoon.
When U Myo Kyaw and I had finished our discussion, I naturally
had to go as quickly as possible and see the pagoda for myself. It is a
ride of about ten minutes by tri-shaw from the Strand Hotel. You
pass the Australian Embassy and the British Embassy, then after a
few hundred yards the golden top of the pagoda comes into view
behind the buildings—mostly warehouses—on the southern side of
the road. Then you turn down a narrow dirt road and there it is. The
dirt road is an amiably busy little backwater. On either side are stalls,
most of them selling cooked food for the benefit of the people who
come to worship at the pagoda. Others sell fruit and vegetables, and
the whole place has the gentle busy-ness of markets and bazaars in
Burma.
By the front entrance to the pagoda there is a notice making it quite
clear that socks as well as shoes have to come off before one enters.
Kipling admits to tramping around the pagoda in Moulmein wearing
a hat and a pair of tennis shoes, but the foreigner in Burma these days
is left in no doubt of the requirements. (In 1940, the British used to
"boycott" the Shwe Dagon because of resentment at having to
remove footwear.)
I left my shoes and socks in the care of the tri-shaw driver—whom I
had not yet paid—and went into the pagoda grounds. Botataung is
not big as pagodas go. It is considerably smaller than the Sule, and of
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course practically minuscule beside the Shwe Dagon. It is in the
familiar bell shape—all of course is covered with gold-leaf, and it was
at the time of my visit being re-gilded on the upper section—but there
are differences in design, apparent even to the uninitiated. Whether
this is the original Botataung design I could not say for sure. The
pagoda was hit by a bomb during the war, when the R.A.F. was
aiming at the waterfront installations close by. The stupa, the main
body of the pagoda, was badly damaged, with—as I shall describe
below—very interesting results. It was rebuilt later, and it is logical to
assume that the tradition-loving Burmese would have restored it to its
original shape. It is a more intimate and friendly place than either the
Shwe Dagon or the Sule, perhaps because it is smaller and one can
feel closer to it.
In the grounds around the base of the stupa there is a rectangularshaped roofed temple attached to the stupa itself. There are the usual
gilded images of the Buddha in niches, and in the centre there is a
caged-in area housing many gilded or perhaps gold vessels. Outside in
the courtyard there is a large bell, and close to the temple there is a
shrine which is little more than a roof over a low platform, inside a
fenced-in enclosure. In this shrine there are two quite large images of
the Buddha, not gilded as are the others inside the temple, but
painted. They are rougher than the more ornate ones, and could be
made of masonry, or even "mud"—
Bloomin' idol made o' mud—
Wot they called the Great Gawd Budd—
Perhaps the "Burma girl"—
a-wastin' Christian kisses on an 'eathen idol's foot—
was kneeling before one of these when the British soldier first saw her.
While I was gazing at these two images I somewhat unwillingly
acquired a guide. This was a middle-aged hpungyi, a Buddhist monk
with shaven head and russet-red robes. He spoke a variety of English
which was at least original if nothing else, but he did manage to get
some information over. He took me to a most interesting place, right
inside the bulk of the stupa. There is a narrow passage leading in from
the temple, with branches going off in various directions at sharp
angles. Many showcases are let into the walls and protected by iron
bars. These contain gold and silver vessels and plate, as well as
wooden, terra cotta and stone carvings. Right in the geometrical
centre of the stupa there is a magnificent reliquary about four feet
high, set on a platform, so that the top is above eye level. It is richly

THE BOTATAUNG PAGODA IN RANGOON
Photograph by Mr L. A. Crozier, whose accompanying article propounds the
theory that this was Kipling's "old Moulmein Pagoda", on the road to Mandalay.
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ornamented and worked, and is gilded or made of gold. The top has a
tiny little shrine on it, and this contains relics of the Buddha—one
hair from his head, and two other "body relics", perhaps parings from
his fingernails. These are not of course visible to the casual eye.
My guide told me that the pagoda was 2,562 years old, but I am not
sure just how accurate that figure is. Later I went into the whole
matter of the Botataung as deeply as I could. The story, which ties in
with that of the Shwe Dagon, is that two Burmese merchants, named
Tapussa and Bhallika, met the Buddha in India just after his
Enlightenment. They were immediately converted to the Buddha's
way of thought, and he gave them relics, including eight hairs from
his head, to be enshrined in their native town of Okkala, now
Rangoon. (These are said to be the only relics to come from the living
Buddha: the others, eight in all I think, were derived from the remains
of his body after cremation.) The two merchants sailed back to
Burma and landed at the place that came to be called Botataung. The
name itself is derived from three Burmese words: Bo meaning a
military officer, ta meaning "one", and taung meaning "thousand".
This by legend was the guard of honour drawn up to welcome the
landing of the relics in Burma—one thousand military officers.
A shrine was immediately built near the landing-place, and the
relics were put there for safe keeping until a final decision was made
on where they were to be permanently kept. Later, legend again says,
the hairs were taken to the Shwe Dagon when the building of this had
progressed far enough to receive them; it is here, tradition says, that
the eight hairs are enshrined beneath the massive stupa. The
Botataung shrine would have remained a holy place, and it is here
that the Mon Kings built the pagoda, before the start of work on the
Shwe Dagon. The story is that when work started on the Botataung
Pagoda, one hair from the Buddha's head and two body-relics were
buried under the mass of the stupa, together with "treasure". They
were not visible after the construction had progressed, of course.
Legends are strange things, and sometimes turn out to have a lot of
truth in them, as this one did.
As I said above, the pagoda received a stray bomb during the war,
in 1943. When the ruins were dug out the authorities, mindful of the
legend, proceeded very carefully, and a treasure-chamber was
discovered under the masonry. In this chamber there were precious
stones, ornaments, terra cotta plaques of great age and importance,
images of gold, silver, brass and stone, and—most interesting of all—
a stone casket in the shape of a pagoda, surrounded by figures of
minor deities or spirits carved out of laterite and obviously placed
there as sentinels.
It was opened with great ceremony in the presence of fifteen
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religious leaders. Inside was another casket, coated with gold and
encrusted with jewellery. This second casket was opened, and inside
was a small pagoda-shaped reliquary of pure gold on a silver base,
with a carved image of ancient workmanship. When the pagoda was
lifted up a tiny gold cylinder was found, and in this were two small
body-relics the size of mustard seeds, and a sacred hair of the Buddha
coiled round itself and fastened with a little lacquer.
The pagoda was rebuilt on the same site, and the relics were put
into the new reliquary-shrine which I have described. But the story is
not quite complete. By tradition the Shwe Dagon has eight hairs from
the Buddha's head: so did the two merchants bring back nine, plus the
other body-relics? I think that is what must have happened, and that
one hair and the two body-relics were set aside for the Botataung
Pagoda.
Coming out of the pagoda, if you turn right and walk along a scant
hundred yards, you come to the waterfront, the Botataung docks
where the Irrawaddy Flotilla used to lie. They are still in use. They are
of the floating type and consist simply of large barge-like pontoons,
decked over with timber and moored in the river so that they can rise
and fall with the different levels of the water. They are connected to
the shore by sloping gangways, quite big, pivoted at one end so that
they too can rise and fall; they can move over the landing-platforms'
surface on rollers. Fairly large craft of the river-boat type can and
still do tie up here, as well as barges and lighters. You can to this day
take a river-boat from Botataung to Mandalay. There were two
moored to one of the floating docks when I was there, but they were
not paddle-steamers.
Botataung is just as it was in Kipling's day. On the steep, muddy
bank of the river near the docks there are two old pontoons,
presumably discarded there when it became necessary to replace
them. They could have been the same ones seen by Kipling when he
came here—as I am convinced he did—in 1889.
The Rangoon River at that point is about half a mile wide, and runs
in a swift, yellow, swirling flow: a local story is that anyone who falls
in is never seen again. This could be true, and it is a fact that nowhere
does one see people even washing clothes in it, let alone bathing.
Standing on the dock and looking eastward, the river can be seen to
widen quite quickly as the Pazundaung Creek comes into it. In the
glare of the sun one might think that the wide expanse of water a
couple of miles downstream is the sea, but it is not. As I mentioned,
the channel turns a little to the south, and continues in a southeasterly direction for twenty-odd miles to the Bay of Bengal.
In the few remaining days I had left in Burma I went back to
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Botataung twice. I liked the place. I used to sit on a bollard on one of
the docks and take in the scene, the roofed gangways, the choppy,
violent river, the boats and, behind all, the graceful, golden, soaring
shape of the beautiful pagoda so close by. I thought of a young,
enthusiastic and sensitive man coming to this place in 1889, seeing the
same things as I saw in 1976, getting his inspiration of the British
Tommy and his "Burma girl", and then later setting the vision down
on paper, so that it is still vivid and alive to this day.

"AND I KNOW SHE THINKS O' ME"

A typical small sketch by Heath Robinson, for "Mandalay" in Kipling's Collected Verse
(Doubleday, New York, 1910; Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1912)
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"LOOKIN' EASTWARD TO THE SEA"
A less successful "Burma girl", drawn by Victor A. Searles for an unauthorised edition
of Kipling's Poems and Ballads (Caldwell, Boston & New York, 1899). Several pirate
editions of that period contained illustrations so dreadful as to be unintendedly
entertaining today.
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A TIDE IN THE AFFAIRS
OF MICE AND MEN
by HILARY THOMAS

[Miss Hilary Thomas is a medical student who recently took her B.A. at New Hall,
Cambridge, is now working briefly in a leper colony in Andhra Pradesh, India, and is
to continue her studies at University College, London. Born in 1959, she spent some
childhood years in Canberra, but lived from 1968 in St Albans, and attended Hatfield
Girls' Grammar School. Her extra-mural interests—possibly as a quiet counterpoint to
the strong harmonies of a London Welsh Choir family—run for choice to the modern
visual arts and twentieth-century literature. Her medical inclination leans at present to
neurology and nervous and psychological diseases.
Here she looks at Kipling's medical story "Unprofessional". She does so from the
scientific rather than literary standpoint, and has some striking comments which, apart
from bearing revealingly on Kipling's imaginative perception, are of interest in
themselves I am sure our readers will be undeterred by the scholarly terminology of
Miss Thomas's appraisal, but in case any have forgotten what Kipling's story was
about I will summarise it.
"Unprofessional", which first appeared in 1930 in the Story-Teller magazine, was
collected in Limits and Renewals (1932). It is a difficult but rewarding story, taking for
theme the mysterious forces or influences that govern the Universe: paired with it is a
philosophic poem, "The Threshold", proclaiming the essential homogeneity of matter.
The plot concerns scientific research. Harries, a wealthy speculative astronomer,
endows the private medical work of his friends Vaughan and Loftie. He persuades
them to investigate—by close observation of cancerous human tissues, and by parallel
experiments with mice—obscure chronological rhythms which, assuming a quasi-tidal
pattern, seem to relate to vulnerability to disease. Some of the results are surprising
(and Miss Thomas's article suggests that the inferences are nearer the scientific mark
than could have been expected from the date).
Like much of Kipling's late work, "Unprofessional" is highly condensed and of
complex implication. It also contains an intense though muted interplay between Frost
the sailor turned research assistant and Mrs Berners the cancer patient. Her physical
and mental reactions, curiously similar to "tidal" convulsions observable in selected
mice, give a human depth to this austere but compassionate tale.—Ed]

'Imagination is what we want. This rigid "thinking" game is
hanging up research. You told me yourself, the other night, it was
becoming all technique and no advance,' Harries ended.
Having been impressed as a pre-clinical medical student by Kipling's
talent for relevant clinical detail, I should not have been surprised,
when studying Zoology in my third year, at his anticipation of
subsequent scientific discovery on the subject of biological rhythms.
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A course of lectures which I attended, given by Dr Janet Harker,
dealt with the nature of these rhythms, particularly the circadian
variety [circa + dies, literally "about a day"]. My attention having
been drawn to "Unprofessional", I was to be astounded by the
number of parallels between Kipling's ideas in 1930 and those of
scientists many years later, embarking on research into the biological
basis of "the dynamo of the universe".

NATURE OF BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS

All reasonably complex organisms, be they nocturnal or diurnal,
exhibit a rhythm of activity, which varies within a twenty-four-hour
period. Kept in constant darkness, the period of this rhythm is a
characteristic of the individual, who normally becomes entrained
to the cycle of night and day. This facilitates an appropriate response
to daily, and seasonal, variations in environmental conditions—with
a light/dark cycle acting as a zeitgeber (time-giver). Thus seasonallybreeding animals give birth during the more favourable conditions of
spring.
Such periodicity has been noticed in other animals. It is interesting
to note that on 11 October 1492, having left the Canary Islands thirtytwo days before, Columbus recorded an "eerie light ahead", which
made him certain of being close to land. Four and a half centuries
later, the marine biologist L. R. Crawshay, while stationed in the
Bahamas, recalled displays of Atlantic "fireworks" caused by the
nocturnal sex activities of the marine invertebrate Odontosyllis,
which are timed by the phases of the moon. The light is the effect of
luminous secretions, and occurs for ten minutes during a particular
eighteen-hour period in each lunar month. This period centres
around a time one hour before moonrise on the night before
the fourth quarter of the moon; and when Crawshay checked in old
almanacs he found that 11 October 1492 was just such a night.
There are multifarious theories as to the mechanism of the
biological clock. Those proposed extend from endogenous internal
control to externally-influenced models as implied by Kipling.
However, many facets of Kipling's tale are relevant to internal
mechanisms—involving hormonal or cellular processes, or simply
the interrelation of oscillating biochemical systems, to produce
accurately-timed circadian periodicity.
Since Kipling's interest lay in writing an enthralling short story, his
divergence from scientific accuracy towards the end of the story can
be forgiven, particularly in view of his sound representation of
scientific research and the underlying philosophy.
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PARALLELS

Pursuing the first moiety of the story chronologically, I was
immersed in parallels between the imaginative literary synthesis and
restrained scientific attempts to fit observations to ideas. The former
pivots on Harries's astronomical fascination, the latter on modern
scientists' infatuation with periodic variations, and their ramifications.
Harries's financial contribution would not be unrealistic in these
days of extravagant technology; nor would his first inclination to log
the exact timing of events—an important reference-point for
comparative studies.
'A SORT OF RIPPLE'

Using tissue samples from two women of similar age and
condition, Frost, under the auspices of Loftie, watched cellular
changes around the clock. Nowadays he would have justified the title
of Research Assistant, but as general dogsbody it is Frost who notices
"a sort of ripple strike up along the edges of 'em. Like broken water,
with the sun tipping it." This is reminiscent of a current widelyaccepted model in which cyclic alterations in the potassium
permeability of a cell, precipitating potassium tides, underlie the
cellular circadian rhythms.
The ultimate rhythm exhibited by the animal is the consequence of
these rhythms—which makes Kipling's progression from cells via
mice to humans all the more intelligent.
INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL?

It appears that the sympathies of Kipling, using Harries as a
mouthpiece, lie with the importance of external, most particularly
planetary, influences as a cue for circadian rhythms. He is thereby in
agreement with Frank A. Brown, Morrison Professor of Biology at
Northwestern University, who, having studied animal and plant
rhythms for over thirty years, is convinced that tides in forces from
outer space are the master-clocks that synchronise living clocks.
According to Brown:
While it may be proven in the future that organisms also have
available fully independent timing systems for the natural
geophysical periods, there is no evidence yet available to indicate
it. All our current knowledge of the clocks of animals and plants
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falls into a consistent rational scheme, in terms of biological
clockworks with remarkably similar properties throughout all
plants and animals—beautifully adapted for maximal usefulness
to the organisms, and depending for their timing on continuing
response to the subtle geophysical environment.
Nevertheless Kipling's lateral thinking has sown diverse seeds, and
many of these imply an underlying internal influence, to which even
Harries concedes by emphasising the importance of Mrs Berners's
birthday. Loftie observes that
every dam' tissue up till now seems to have its own time for its
own tides. Samples from the same source have the same tides in
strength and time—
which complies with modern ideas that rhythmicity has a genetic
element, and contrasts with Harries's conviction of a main external
influence. Frost also casts his vote for an internal mechanism by
noting tides in mice tissues, which
slipped a little round the clock according to the season of each
litter's birth.
'TWO TIDES MEETING'

The interpretation of convulsions in the mice as the consequence of
two tides meeting, and the application of this same principle to Mrs
Berners's attempted suicide, is analogous to a theory that two
oscillating clocks coincide to produce a master-clock with beats
occurring at the points of coincidence.
'SAVED BY THE KNIFE AT THE PROPER TIME OF TIDE'

In realising the importance of the "time of tide" at which surgery is
performed, by noting the phase of Mrs Berners's rhythm from
Sample 128, Kipling pre-empted modern medicine, where the
practice of chronotherapy has now been widely adopted. Periodic
variation may be so great that an agent of favourable effect at one
phase of a periodic cycle may kill when administered in another—just
as Nose and Throat surgeons in Tallahassee, Florida, have found that
haemorrhages in throat operations were 82% higher in the second
quarter of the moon than at other times. Much current and past
scientific literature may be forced to take on an entirely new meaning
when considered in the light of biological rhythms.
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CANCER

Kipling's apparent preoccupation with cancer is evident once again
in "Unprofessional"—though from subsequent research it might be
considered a matter of insight. It was Dr Harker's belief that the
biological clock was the suboesophageal ganglion, and she
performed experiments involving the implantation of a second
ganglion into the stomachs of mice. Just as the meeting of two tides
precipitated suicide in Loftie's mice, these mice unexplainedly
developed abdominal cancer. A possible link between biological
rhythms and normal cell division makes Loftie's observation of an
absence of "tide" in abnormal, malignant areas a very pertinent one.

'WHAT DOES ALL THIS LUNACY OF OURS PROVE?'

Poetic licence and a fine-tooth comb permitting, I expect that
further comparisons might be unfurled. However, it is not merely in
his factual footnotes to science that Kipling is remarkable. I have
become increasingly aware—having spent the last year in a researchoriented Zoology Department—of the need to maintain a clear
perspective as to the ideology of scientific research. Both in subtle
innuendoes and in aphorisms Kipling exhibits an impressively
balanced approach to research. His portrayal of the relationship
between Frost and Loftie smacks of modern scientist-technician
associations, where Frost the observant, precise mechanic is
jealously watched by his more experienced overseer. Loftie's
cynicism makes him wary of self-created evidence, whereas Frost's
more malleable mind, and objective reasoning, give rise to an
abundance of ideas.
Kipling has composed a convincing tale which reflects a mind of
extraordinary perspicacity. Had "Unprofessional" been examined in
scientific circles, the imaginary product of Harries's inheritance
might have saved some number of research grants and greatly
expedited progress in an understanding of biological rhythms. In
spite of Dr Tompkins's belief [The Art of Rudyard Kipling, Methuen,
p 170] that "it is not likely that he could, even with expert help, make
use of any authentic research, past or present", his own fertile
imagination has produced a story which, looked at fifty-one years
later, shows an impressive degree of scientific accuracy coupled with
a scientific wisdom of timeless value.
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SOMETHING OF HIMSELF
by C. L. NICHOLSON
[Here is another in our series of notes of reminiscence, by Kipling's last Private
Secretary, Miss Cecily Nicholson. This one consists of linked excerpts from a talk she
gave to an unspecialised audience, in 1979.]

As you can imagine, the work was intensely interesting. Mr Kipling
was writing—stories, newspaper articles and verses—all the time.
Incidentally, he never spoke of his poetry, but always of his verses.
He used to type, rather badly, whatever he was working on, and
then give it to me to re-type. I often typed the same piece over and
over again while he revised and polished it. This I found fascinating,
for it gave me some insight into how his mind was working, and into
his craftsmanship. Sometimes he would put a piece on one side for
weeks, and then take it out to work on again.
Not long after I went to Bateman's, and when the Kiplings were
away, I gave the portable typewriter that Mr Kipling used a thorough
clean. It was filthy—covered in tobacco ash and dust, with sticky
keys. When he returned, he came out to my office and asked what on
earth had happened to his typewriter, for it was dazzling him. I said I
had cleaned it, and he replied, "Do you mean to say that was all just
muck?"
Before he started to use a typewriter, he wrote all his work, on one
side only of specially-made writing blocks, on the back of which he
would make drawings and "doodles". These manuscript pages were
collected and bound as each book of stories was completed—each
page framed in a thin board so that both sides of the paper were
displayed. A number of these volumes are in the British Museum;
and each University which bestowed an Honorary Degree on Mr
Kipling has one—these include Oxford, Cambridge, Durham, St
Andrews, McGill, the Sorbonne and Strasbourg.
Mrs Kipling once told me that he never minded if anyone criticised
his writings, but he did not take at all kindly to those who criticised
his drawings. His younger daughter, Elsie, told me that her father
used to tell the Just So Stories to her and her brother John as he
composed them—asking for their comments. He also drew the
illustrations for the book.
Sometimes he would ask my opinion on his writings. I found this
highly flattering, though I realised that he was, so to speak, trying it
on the dog. Once when I told him that I thought an article that he had
written was one of the most disagreeable things I had ever read, he
said, "That's exactly what I meant it to be".
One thing happened while I was at Bateman's to which I have
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always wanted to know the sequel. A film was being made of The
Light that Failed, and Mr Kipling insisted that he should see the script
before the film was made. He made a large number of corrections,
alterations and comments, which Mrs Kipling ensured he should do
in pencil, since unscrupulous people used to make money out of his
manuscripts. When he had finished, the script was given to me: I
erased everything that he had written, and wrote his notes myself. A
few days later, after the script had been returned to the film company,
an article appeared in a daily paper, in which the writer described
how he had met a representative of the film company, and went on to
say, "I held in my hand the most valuable film script in the world,
with notes, alterations, etc., in Rudyard Kipling's bold, individual
handwriting". Since every word was mine, I have often wondered if
anyone has been "had", and what happened to that script.
[One may usefully turn from Miss Nicholson's account to the last chapter of
Something of Myself. Here Kipling described his techniques (and was incidentally
dismissive of reviewers). He explained how he redrafted his work, let it "lie by to
drain", and constantly shortened it by deletions. He said "the mere act of writing" was
"a physical pleasure", and lovingly specified his favoured pens, inks and paper. In this
"old-maiderie" he was unashamedly "choice, not to say coquettish": for instance,
with a pencil—somehow associated with his days as a reporter—he "ceased to
express". His recourse in later life to typing is not admitted: perhaps it was deleted in
the drafting. Another former Private Secretary, Miss Dorothy Ponton, is on record
that he bought a typewriter in the 1920s, but "work composed on it was, at first, much
more undecipherable" than his sometimes difficult calligraphy, and he complained
that "the beastly thing simply won't spell".—Ed.]

A SAMPLE OF KIPLING'S TYPING (reduced)
The letter to E. V. Lucas of which this is a fragment belongs to Mrs L. A. F. Lewis,
concerns the Tudor agriculturalist Thomas Tusser, and merits discussion in a later
issue. Though as a piece of typing it is hardly fastidious, it might be deemed to reflect
sensibly casual handling of a less than faultless machine.
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SCHOOLBOY LYRICS: A CENTENARY
We are actors at the side-scenes ere the play of life begins,
With the curtain rising on us and the tally of our sins...
[first lines of "From the Wings"]

Kipling's literary career is usually—too conveniently—judged to
have started in late 1882 when, at the age of sixteen years and ten
months, he became a journalist in Lahore. Almost all his previous
writing, if known at all, is categorised—too sweepingly—as juvenilia.
Except for one poem, "Ave Imperatrix" (March 1882), it attracts
scant critical attention1, is not to be found in popular editions, and
lies buried in recondite places. One of the sources, especially for
never-reprinted prose, is the United Services College Chronicle which
he edited from mid-1881 to mid-1882. Another is his extraordinarily
early first small book, which appeared in late 1881 when he was still
fifteen, and which now has its centenary—Schoolboy Lyrics.
The boy's habit of enclosing verses in letters to his parents in India
had given his mother the idea of collecting and printing some.
Accordingly an edition of about fifty copies, for private distribution
by his parents, was produced at the Civil and Military Gazette press in
Lahore. Conceivably it later influenced the proprietors of that paper
in giving Kipling a job: they had asked for samples of his writing and
were particularly impressed2 by a poem written when he was thirteen,
"The Night Before", in which a condemned felon broods on his
impending execution—
As I march to the sound of the clanging bell,
And the tick-tock of the great jail clock,
And the voice of the priest as he mumbles a prayer,
And the hum of the crowd that awaits me there!

Meanwhile however, the author himself was unaware of the
publication. Beresford's account3 stresses how Kipling never let on to
anyone that he had a book to his credit, but Kipling did not know it
himself till he reached India a year later. At first he was angry, but no
doubt he grew used to it, for he inscribed his own copy with two lines
from Byron:
It's nice to see one's name in print;
A book's a book, although there's nothing in't.

Nothing in it, certainly, ever reached his Collected, Inclusive and
Definitive editions of verse—whether because he was loth to give a
conspicuous place to immature work, or because adult experience
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had drawn him off into the developed and highly distinctive literary
genre that he made his own, remote from the revealingly introverted
yet plainly derivative pieces he had composed in boyhood. When his
parents left India in 1893 they destroyed many unused copies of
Schoolboy Lyrics. These even then had value, and would now fetch a
fortune.
Nor was the book ever reprinted, as such. Confusingly4, there is a
section headed "Schoolboy Lyrics" in Early Verse, itself an uncommon
volume in expensive editions of Kipling5: but this is not quite the
same. The original had had twenty-three poems running up to 1881,
whereas among the textual variations in Early Verse "The Night
Before" is left out, and eight poems of later date are put in, which
alter the quality of the whole by introducing divergent subjectmatter—more about the United Services College and something
about a new element, India.
The original twenty-three poems have particular interest precisely
because most of them are alien in style and subject from his maturer
work of a few years later. Only in one piece is the school even
mentioned, namely in "The Dusky Crew" which vividly foreshadows

Stalky:
In parks and grounds far out of bounds,
Wandered our dusky crew;
And the keepers swore to see us pass—
Me and the Other Two.

Otherwise, the content overall is more surprising, or at least less
Kiplingesque. To be sure, Beetle's coarse jollity bobs up at times, as in
"The Song of the Sufferer"—
His bowels are stirred by blind motions,
His form in the flannel is bound,
He has gargles, and powders, and potions,
And walks as not feeling the ground

—but this is not typical. More typical among the other poems is a
sombre treatment of death and disillusion, a cynical view of love and
life. Even if more derivative than genuine, and somewhat selfconsciously gothic, it is impressively imagined and often smoothly
constructed. The ghostly flavour of "The Front Door"—
Lost souls revisiting the earth
To see old loves that they be w e l l -

falls not far short of the strongly haunted effect of a well-known later
poem, "Possibilities", in Departmental Ditties, which conveys the
hopelessness of the restless dead who
Shall shake at most the window-blind,
Or dull awhile the card-room's cheer.
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In general though, Schoolboy Lyrics and Departmental Ditties are
not to be compared, save to distinguish them. The earlier work is
experimental, speculative, detached, and differs sharply from the
barbed newspaper anecdotage, the satirical vers d' occasion of the
later collection. The verse in Schoolboy Lyrics is patchy, and does not rise
to the mastery, felicity and flair which its author was so soon to attain
in India; but it seems to show an exploratory groping after poetic
effect which is often not even attempted in the effortless light
versification of later years.
At fifteen or earlier he could produce creditable blank verse in a
classical mould. In later years he was to use this form seldom, and
then mainly in parody or calculated archaism. Whether as a boy he
was reaching in this rhythm after the cadences of Tennyson, then at
the height of his reputation, or Browning whom he so often imitated,
or older models such as Shakespeare and Milton, cannot be
established, but he may well at that date have regarded blank verse as
a medium for his own standard use. Certainly he wrote lines of which
a much maturer writer need not have been ashamed, as in "This Side
the Styx":
Mine ancient enemy? O Gods! he comes
Beating the dead air with his outstretched palms
In silent supplication. Now his mouth
Is shaping words, and yet there comes no sound;
And now he passes in the drifting mist,
A shadow amid shadows...

A similar resonance characterises Satan's remarkable monologue in
"The Seven Days of Creation", for which, years later, Lockwood
Kipling was to design a striking bas-relief—
I saw his eye glow with the sense of power,
I saw all wild things crouch beneath that eye...

Another feature of Schoolboy Lyrics is a strong realism, as in the
image of the "queer little voice" and "sharp little saucy face" of the
prostitute in "Overheard", who had
Tried for luck in London...
Failed, lost money, undone;
Took to the streets for a life...
Visit me by and by.

"Overheard" suggested to one critic that for realism, in England, in
1881, with Zola untranslated, Maupassant still unknown, the boy
Kipling (who had almost certainly dipped into the scandalous
"Naturalist School" in their native French) was emancipated ahead
of his time6.
Schoolboy Lyrics languishes in undeserved neglect. It has startling
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qualities that outweigh its defects. Its introductory poem ("Lo! as a
little child") disclaims originality in the rest, but the young author
was too modest—
And all my verse sprang fire-new from a brain
That loved it and believed it...
When the years
Brought with them coolness, all too late I found
There were ten thousand, thousand thoughts like mine!
FOOTNOTES
1.

However, there are useful comments on Schoolboy Lyrics in L. L. Cornell's
invaluable Kipling in India (St Martin's, New York, 1966; also Macmillan).

2. See Sheffield Telegraph, 18.1.1936; also Readers' Guide, p 5015.
3.

See Beresford's Schooldays with Kipling (Gollancz, 1936), ch xxiv

4.

This seems to have confused Birkenhead, who implies that "Ave Imperatrix" was in
Schoolboy Lyrics (see Rudyard Kipling, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1978, p 53).

5.

Vol XVII of Scribners' Outward Bound Edition (New York, 1900), and Vol xviii of
Macmillan's Edition de Luxe (London, 1900); also Sussex and Burwash editions.

6. L. L. Cornell, op. cit., p 28.

NOTE ON THE ILLUSTRATION OPPOSITE
The rare surviving copies of Schoolboy Lyrics are bound either in a printed brown
paper wrapper [see frontispiece] or in plain white paper. One of these plain front
covers was strikingly decorated by Kipling with devils and other devices—and the
monogram JRK—in a style reminiscent of his doodles on school books. This cannot
have been before late 1882: he did not previously know the book existed.
This copy is well known. It is mentioned in Stewart's bibliography. Sothebys sold it
in November 1928, as "The Property of a Lady". It was illustrated in Grolier's
catalogue, 1930. On its "morocco solander case" it bears the bookplate of Frank
Brewer Bemis. Till recently it formed part of the Prescott Collection. As such it was
sold by Christies, New York, in February 1981. Its "estimated price" was shown as
$5-7,000. In the event a private buyer from California bought it for $10,000.

NOTE ON THE ILLUSTRATION ON PAGE 45
This drawing by Charles Livingston Bull was in Stories and Poems from Kipling (A.L.
Burt, New York & Chicago, undated), a selection for junior classes in American
schools. [Though close in content to Macmillan's and Doubleday's authorised school
reader ( 1909). and in title identical with an unauthorised New York edition by Grosset
& Dunlap (1909), it is not listed in bibliographies.] In it passages of Kipling are
tastelessly interspersed with intrusive editorial comment for the teacher—mostly
condescending, saccharine or coy—which Kipling would have disliked. His Secretary,
Miss Nicholson, records that "he had a strong objection to his books being set as
school or holiday tasks, for he feared that this would put people off reading them for
pleasure".

"THE DEVIL WHISPERED BEHIND THE LEAVES,
'IT'S PRETTY, BUT IS IT ART?' "
The cover of a copy of Schoolboy Lyrics, decorated by Kipling. See Note, opposite.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
IMMEMORIAL COMMISSION
From Major T. C. Thornton, 24 Abbey Croft, Pershore, Worcestershire

Dear Sir,
In "The River of the Arrow" (March 1981) Dr Karim is unfair to
Kim in one instance. He says (p 20) that Kim "buys one ticket for a
nearer station, and pockets the remaining amount".
In fact it was the ticket clerk who tried to issue the incorrect ticket,
and Kim who put him right—"The Babu scowled and dealt the
proper ticket". All Kim did was keep one anna in each rupee of the
price of the Umballa ticket—"the immemorial commission of Asia".
So although Kim, as Dr Karim says, "cashes in on the Lama's piety",
it is for the benefit of them both, not just for Kim himself.
Yours faithfully,
TERRY THORNTON

MONKEY BUSINESS
From Mr Wilfred Thesiger, Maralal, Kenya

Dear Sir,
Your note about monkeys kidnapping children (March 1981, p 9)
was interesting. In Kenya's National Parks monkeys and baboons
have become a serious pest, living up to Baloo's description of the
Bandar-log as "people without a law... eaters of everything".
Visitors, though officially requested not to feed them, continue to do
so. In Samburu Park, vervet monkeys invade the Lodge dining room
and steal from the plates of people at the table. They and baboons
enter tents in the camps and take any food they can lay hands on.
Some years ago I was told by the Warden of Aberdare Park that a
baboon had snatched up a small European child, on the open roof of
Treetops Lodge, and made off with it towards one of the trees
growing against the building. The child's parents frightened the
baboon, which dropped it—luckily on to the roof. Had it carried the
child into the tree I do not know how they could have got it back.
Yours faithfully,
WILFRED THESIGER

"TWENTY FEET AT A BOUND"
"Two of the strongest monkeys caught Mowgli under the arms and swung off with him
through the treetops, twenty feet at a bound... the glimpses of earth far down below
frightened him, and the terrible check and jerk at the end of the swing over nothing
but empty air brought his heart between his teeth" [for note on picture see p 42]

PETER'S GATE
From Mrs L. A. F. Lewis, 31 Campden Street, London W8 7EP

Sir,
The British Library's Manuscripts section have a Kipling
manuscript catalogued as a fragment of unpublished religious satire1.
This turns out to be a version of the last six pages of "On the Gate"
(Debits and Credits), starting from "Others were not so easily held".
The "certain Woman" is identified as Mary Magdalene, and one of
the pickets at Heaven's Gate is Sir Isaak Walton, who coaxes a soul
into Heaven by listening to his theories on fishing. There is also a hint
that Shakespeare had been involved in the King James Bible—
foreshadowing "Proofs of Holy Writ" 2 .
About six months after his son's death in September 1915, Kipling
started a story about St Peter3 which "his wife would not let him
publish" 4 . Perhaps the truncated draft in the British Library is the
original version, minus whatever it was she found offensive. A story
about "The Department of Death" was begun in 1920, but "On the
Gate" as we know it did not appear till 1926.
Yours etc.,
LISA LEWIS
1. MS (Additional) 45542, pp 85-6.
2. For this, see Journal No 156, p 11 ; or Kipling's Stories & Poems (Everyman, 1970,
ed. R. L. Green); or Uncollected Prose in the Sussex and Burwash editions.
3. C. E. Carrington's notes from Mrs Kipling's diaries.
4. Rudyard Kipling to Rider Haggard (Hutchinson, 1965, ed. M. Cohen), p 101.
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A RECENT DISCUSSION MEETING
RUDYARD KIPLING AND ROBERT SURTEES AT TABLE

On 8 July 1981 Mr T. L. A. Daintith spoke on Rudyard Kipling and
Robert Surtees at Table, ranging entertainingly across a wide, and
sometimes rich, field. He dealt more with what both authors wrote
about food and drink than with their personal tastes, while giving due
weight to the fare to which Kipling was exposed in youth. There are
more references to food in Kipling's works than one might readily
recall. As to Surtees, the meals he describes are amazing. The
addiction of Kipling—and some of his characters—to Surtees is well
known. Mr Daintith wove a colourful pattern out of very diverse
threads. Copies of his text are with the Editor, and in the Society's
Library.
Mr J. H. McGivering was in the Chair. Others present included:Mr& Mrs W. Alexander; Revd A. R. Ankers; Mr R. Body; Mr F. Brightman; Mrs C.
Charlish; Mr B. C. Diamond; Mrs W. M. Dobson; Mr J. R. Gambling; Mr & Mrs W.
Greenwood; Mr H. R. Harlow; Mrs L. A. F. Lewis; Miss C. Mundy; Mrs G. H.
Newsom; Mr R. O'Hagan; Mr J. Shearman; Mrs P. A. Sykes; Mr S. Wade.
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS
NEW MEMBERS
We take great pleasure in welcoming fourteen more new members:Mr J. Batten (Victoria, Australia); Mr G. A. Carver, Jr (Virginia. U.S.A.),
Mr S. Dyssegaard (Washington DC. U.S.A.); Mr J. G. Hadwen (New Delhi, India);
Mr D. E. Morrison (Sussex); Mr R. H. Newsom (British Columbia, Canada);
Mrs R. A. Paddock (Florida, U.S.A.);Mr R.W.Peckham,Jr(WashingtonDC, U.S.A.);
Mrs R. M. Roberts (Buckinghamshire); Mr J. J. Stenger (Maryland, U.S.A.);
Mr R. H. J. Thorne (Sussex); Toronto University Library (Ontario, Canada);
Mr A. A. Turner (Worcestershire); Mr R. J. C. Wait (Algarve, Portugal).
VICTORIA BRANCH, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
The Kipling Society's first Branch was opened by A. E. G. Cornwell in 1935 in
Victoria, the beautifully sited capital of British Columbia at the southern tip of
Vancouver Island, and was welcomed in the Journal with a formal Message from our
President, General ("Stalky") Dunsterville. This graceful city, with its romantic
colonial past and its persistently British atmosphere, was a natural place for an
offshoot of the Society. Kipling himself—whose local connections we shall look at in
later issues—had known Victoria well, and loved it. The new Branch proved durable,
long outlasted some others in Winnipeg, Auckland and Cape Town, and survives
today. On 29 July your Editor had the pleasure of attending its Summer Luncheon at
Sydney, near Victoria, in the house and garden of a leading member, Captain McKay.
Those present included:-Mr W.T. Burkitt; Revd & Mrs J. B. Dangerfield; Mr & Mrs
G. F. Howard; Miss I. Howard (Secretary); Mrs D. M. Lax; Captain & Mrs D. H.
McKay (Hosts); Miss M. F. Martin; Mrs F. R. Maurer; Mrs C. J. Newsom; Mrs G. D.
Prentice; Mrs H. W. Vyvyan; Mr & Mrs G. H. Webb.
Though many had been up since 2 a.m. to watch the Prince of Wales's wedding on
television, it in no way lessened the zest of the assembly. They more than once insisted
that they were getting on in years, and quoted remarkable figures to prove their point.
From these it did appear that their average age was, one might say, no longer low.
Beside it, your Editor felt unhatched. Yet, with vivid reminiscences reaching back so
far, one could hardly wish the veterans of Victoria to be younger.
One of the ladies turned out to have known the Kiplings well, and honeymooned at
Bateman's in the '20s. Another spoke familiarly of Madras in 1902-09: the elegant
clarity of her memory wafted back Curzon's, almost Kipling's, vanished India. Bitten
by a mad dog in 1905, she had trundled by train for five days up to Kisauli, for
treatment at its Pasteur Institute (better, though, than Dunsterville's experience in
1891, when a dog-bite at Mian Mir meant a dash to Paris to see Pasteur himself)One of the gentlemen, when well into his seventies, had sailed a small boat across the
Atlantic with his wife, and quite recently been cast up in a typhoon on Tahiti. His
undimmed passion for the sea went back to Conway training, and Cunarders in the
First World War. But he deferred in years to another member, who sported the rare
blazer-badge of the Royal Flying Corps. From him in talk could be derived some
flavour of the Western Front, as glimpsed through goggles from the cockpit of the
Sopwith Pup and Camel. (He had even flown the latter as a bomber—four 25-pound
bombs slung below—in repeated sorties to strafe the great German push of March '18.)
He had much earlier memories though: among the Diamond Jubilee throng in Fleet
Street in '97, he had watched that unrepeatable cavalcade, and seen the Queen drive
by—bonneted, ostrich-plumed, indomitable—followed by the Kaiser and a portlier
Prince of Wales.
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A NOTE ON THE KIPLING SOCIETY
18 Northumberland Avenue, London WC2N 5BJ
This is a literary society, for those interested in Rudyard Kipling's prose and verse, life
and times. A non-profit-making cultural organisation run by volunteers, it has the
status of a Registered Charity in Britain. Its management and main activities are in
England, but there are branches in Canada, Australia and the U.S.A. A third of its
members, including many colleges and libraries, are in North America.
Founded in 1927, the Society has attracted many notable literary and academic
figures, including of course the leading authorities in the field of Kipling studies; but it
also caters for an unspecialised public of general readers, from whom its wider
membership is drawn. Its managing focus is the Secretary in London, John Shearman.
He and other office-holders arrange various activities, including regular talks and
discussions in London, and an Annual Luncheon; answer enquiries from
correspondents; and maintain a specialised Library for reference and research.
The Kipling Journal is sent free to members. In this issue, notably on pages 4, 5 and
47, can be found some general information about the Society. More may be obtained
from John Shearman or Branch Secretaries. Applications for membership, corporate
or individual, are welcome: the Society and its Journal depend on such support.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Individual Member
Junior Member (under 18)
Corporate Member

Britain
£4
£2
£8

Overseas
£5 or us$10
£2 or us $5
£10 or us $20

LITERARY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE KIPLING JOURNAL
The Kipling Journal is essentially the Kipling Society's publication, and though the
Editor selects its contents with an eye to merit, originality and an interesting range of
topics, he must always allot space to the Society's business, including some at least of
the addresses delivered at the Society's meetings.
Independent literary contributions, however, are very welcome. If we cannot print
them at once we may be able to place them in a later issue. Like other literary societies,
we do not pay for articles: authors gain the satisfaction of publication in a periodical of
authority and repute, recognised as the only one specialising in this subject.
We have now for some time had rather more material on hand than can be fitted
in, and have deferred with regret some items of interest. Still, this is healthy. We hope
and need to receive more. Wider choice makes possible a better-balanced selection of
higher quality.
Articles submitted should be fairly brief. Our average page carries only 400 words of
text. A 4000-word article, however good, may be hard to place. We impose no limit,
but should remind contributors of a factor which will influence selection.
Letters to the Editor are welcomed: unless told otherwise, we reserve the normal right
to shorten. Book Reviews, usually invited, may be volunteered: a range of 225 to 850
words is suggested. We will gratefully accept, even if we cannot quickly use, relevant
and reproducible illustrations, news cuttings, book excerpts, catalogue data and other
miscellanea which might enhance the Journal's interest. Since Kipling touched the
literary and practical world at many points our terms of reference are broad.
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